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1. Introduction 
Tlie mail1 purpose with this temperature archive for the Nol~vegian Sea is to make historical 
temperature values available to fisheries biologists, fisheries oceanographers and fisheries 
managers in a format well suited for their purposes. To my knowledge, no archive of "real" 
temperature values covering all seasons and Inally years has been made for the Norwegian 
Sea before. Actually, at1 archive of this nature and quality for an area this large is unusual 
anywhere. 

This product is NOT i) a climatology. While one of the main points of this archive is to 
capture the differences between years, a climatology accumulates across tlie years all data for 
a given regio~i and season. A climatology thus represents typical values. ii) output from a 
model of any kind. It is based only on real measuremetits and as straight-forward an 
ititerpolation scheme as possible. The idea is to make it as objective as possible, itidependent 
of specific model paramneterizations. 

Two versions of the temperature archive were produced, both with a seasonal resolutio~i from 
1990-2007. One is based only upon temperature values from the year and seasoli in question 
with grid points remote from any data point given a "missing" value. In tlie other versiou of 
the atlas "missing" values were replaced with climatological values fko~n World Ocean Atlas 
05 (WOA05, Locarnini et al. 2006. 

Already Helland-Hansen & Na~isen (1909) formulated clearly that there tiiust be some kind of 
connection between fish stocks and variations in the conditio~is of tlie e~ivi ro~~me~i t  
surro~~~iding them. For some populatiotls tlie variability imposed by envirot~mental 
flucti~atio~is may be minimal compared to other factors. 011 the other ha~id, stocks located at 
the periphery of the geographic range of the species, and especially those which experience 
extreme conditions, must be expected to exhibit substantial environ~net~tally imposed 
variability in their population parameters (Ottersen 1996). 

Bogstad et al. (1997) put tlie focus on how stock assessment may be enhanced by employing 
hydrographic data. To make such information available to stock assessment scientists, 
observed values should be aggregated and analysed in already established connections 
between enviro~imental and population parameters. The first important step suggested was to 
make the data available in a suitable fonnat, a historical database of gridded fields, a 
temperature archive. Concretely, Bogstad et al. (1997) point to sea temperatures being in use 
for calculations of fish growth and consutnption. They underline tlie importance of having 
temperature estimates which reflect, as well as possible, the suroundings in which tlie fish 
actually have lived, the ambient temperatures. Bogstad et al. (1997) point to a cn~cial step 
towards an operative system for the calculatiotl of ambient temperatures being the 
establishment of an archive of "t~uc" temperatures. Here "ttlue" Illcans the actual temperature 
at a given time and location in the occan. 

Although the archive is dkccted towards fisheries related applications, it will also have its 
more direct oceanographic uses. Based upon temperature fields for the Barents Sea during the 
aututllli 1970-2000 Iugvaldsen et al. (2003) were able to coticlude that three established fixed 
sections arc fairly representative of the Atlaiitic domain in the Barents Sea, at least during this 
time of year. Their approach was to construct maps of spatial correlation between the 
temperature fields and sections. Tlie archive described in this report may be used similarly, 
e.g. for calculations of various temporal and spatial statistics including tcnlperature mean atid 
variability within regions, spatial variability as a fu~iction of distance, dccotrelation radii and 
variability within different frequeticy ranges. 

Further, tlie archive makes temperahlre values easily available for modelling purposes. 
Numerical hydrodytlamic occan models are typically i~iitiated by temperature and sali~iity 



fields derived from actual measurements. Often climatological means, from e.g., WOA05, 
Locarnini et al. 2006 (global), Engedahl et al. 1998 (Nordic Seas) or D a m  1989 (No~th Sea) 
are applied, but in many cases values more directly representative for a particular year and 
season or month are better suited. The temperature archive presented here should be useful 
also for validation of model output. 

2. Material and methods 
2.1 Actual temperature data 

2.1. I Data acqirisilion 

The atlas is based upon 59496 CTD (mostly) and Nansen bottle stations for the period 1990- 
2007 compiled from different sources (Figure 1). The starting point was data from the NISE 
(Norwegian Iceland Seas Experiment, Nilsen et al. 2006) project. The data made available to 
this project tluough NISE originated from the International Council for the Exploration of the 
Sea's (ICES') Oceanogsaphic Database (www.ices.dk), the Institute of Marine Research, 
Nonvay (IMR, www.imr.no), The Faroese Fisheries Laboratory (FFL, www.fis.fo), and the 
World Ocean Database 2005 (WODO5, 
http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5iWODO5/pr~wodO5.btm Boyer et al. 2006). A significant 
number of additional stations were also included froin IMR, FFL, WOD05 and The Marine 
Research Instih~te, Iceland (MRI, www.1lafro.i~). Most of the stations were sampled by CTD 
and values available for approximately eveiy decibar (m) or evely 5 decibar (m). Data from 
stations sampled by Nansen bottle were available at standard oceanographic depths. 

Data handling was done by means of the Ocean Data View (ODV) sofiware (Schlitzer 2006), 
several FORTRAN programs developed by the author and to a lesser degree SAS (SAS 
Publishing 2004; \nvw.sas.com). ODV was also used for visualization and some calculations. 

ODV is a computer program for the interactive exploration and graphical display of 
oceanographic and other geo-referenced profile, sequence or gridded data. The software is 
available for Windows (9xlNT/2000/XPNista), Linux, Unix, and Mac OS X systems. ODV 
data collection and configusation files are platform independent and can be easily exchanged 
between all supported systems. ODV lets you maintain and analyse large sets of station data 
on incxpensive and portable hardware. The software can be downloaded from 
http://odv.awi.de. 

All data were gathered from t~ustwo~thy data bases, and have already been subject to the 
quality checking routines employed by the respective institutions (e.g., see 
http://www.ices.dlc/Ocean/odmsoft/index.htm for an overview of ICES procedures). Also, 
since only the period from 1990 is covered, some technical and methodological problems that 
could apply to older data are not an issue. No thorough quality control routines were thus 
employed a priori. Unfortunately, during the process a significant number of stations were 
identified with erroneous fonnat. The most common forms of error were i) stations with 
depths repeated with different temperature values, ii) stations that started again at low depths 
(either with the same or different values) and iii) data lines with non-numerical temperature 
values. In each of these cases there was no way to deteimine the corsect values so either the 
h l l  station or part of it was deleted from the data set. 



Figure I .  The 59496 hydrogrophic slalions f,ant 1990-2007 thnt the temperotrire oflos is 
based upon. 

When accumulating data from several sources, overlap between the different data sets must 
be expected. Since the different databases typically use different protocols for identifying 
sources of data origin, countries, cruises and stations, identifying duplicate stations may he 
complicated. In this case substantial overlap especially between the ICES, IMR and WOD05 
had to be taken care of. It was not possible to identify and remove duplicates fully 
automatically so a semi-manual approach was used. 

It could not a priori be assumed that all the relevant IMR data were in the ICES data base, nor 
could all Norwegian data in the ICES base be expected to be present in IMR's database. After 
inspection, it was assumed that lu, Norwegian data is present in WODO5 that isn't also 
present in the ICES or IMR bases. The following procedure was then applied in ODV. Firstly. 
all data from WOD05 marked as Norwegian (land code 58) was removed. Secondly, all data 
from ICES originating from IMR's main vessels GO Sars, Johan Hjort and Michael Sars were 
removed. Tbirdly a semi-manual inspection was perfonned in all cases where more than one 
station was identified by ODV to be within the same day and 0.01 degrees latitude by 0.01 
degrees longitude area (> 5000 stations). For most cases I concluded that the stations were not 
identical. For instance, neighbouring stations (in, e.g., ijords) may be closer than O.O1° or for 
some experiments consecutive stations may be taken at one single location. In all these cases I 
decided to keep bothtall occurrences. In the remaining cases, where actual duplicates were 



determined, all stations but one were eliminated from each set of replicate stations, mostly on 
a cnlise by cruise basis. 

2.2 Climatological temperature values 

One of the two versions of the temperatwe archive also includes climatological values from 
World Ocean Atlas 05 (WOA05, Locarnini et al. 2006; Figure 2). This is a thoroughly 
updated version of what is arguably the most well known of all hydrographic archives, which 
originated as (Levitus 1982). These climatological fields of temperature, salinity and other 
parameters cover the world oceans on a l" * l" spherical grid at standard levels down to 
5500m. The fields of WOAO5 are monthly for the upper 1500m, seasonal below. The archive 
was made by means of an objective analysis scheme (Cressman 1951) applied to data from 
World Ocean Database 2005 payer et al. 2006). 

B@#m 2. &%SQPCT/ ClWfobgteal wlues. af Q m fwm Warld 0 c . m ~  At/& 03 WOADS; 
Loearnini d al. BM). n) &mwy-A&rda, B) ApidllJune, c) hSulySept~"mb~r, c$ Oof06&~- 
Dwmh r .  



2.3 Algorithm for producing the archive 

2.3.1 General approoch 

Data from the various databases were imported into ODV source by source and compiled into 
one single ODV data collection. The data from NISE (Nilsen et al. 2006) were available as an 
ODV collection wlule WOD05 data could be imported directly. Other data sets were f i~st  
transformed to a suitable column-based ascii format by tneans of self-developed Fortran 
programs before being imported. Data were extracted from ODV by year and season in the 
ODV spreadsheet fonnat. They were then hansformed to polarstereographic grid coordinates, 
followed by vertical, then horizontal interpolation. Finally the fields were converted to a 
latitudeilongitude grid and combined to single files in respectively text, SAS, and ODV 

data 

formats 

Figure 
valftes for tire actiml year and season. 

(Figure 3). 
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Text editing, format conversion and transformation to 
polarstereographic grid coordinates 

1 
Vertical interpolation to 28 selected depths from 0-500m 

Horisontal interpolation to gridded fields 

I 
Conversion to gridded fields in fnal lattlon grid 

3. Flo~vcl~art of prodr~ction of teniperattire archive ,vith#elds based solely on 



2.3.2 Tlie h~ferpolation sclie~jte 
An important patt of the archive production is how the information in spatially scattered 
stations is transformed to systematic grids with one value in each square. The MODgrid, 
Model Oriented Data gridder, software developed by (Ottersen 1991) and updated in 
connection with this work, was used. 

The first step was a simple linear vertical interpolation separately for each station resulting in 
values at every selected depth level down to the deepest measurement or 500m. The chosen 
depth levels are 0, 5, 10, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75, 80, 85, 90, 95, 100, 
125, 150,200,250,300,400, and 500 metres. 

For each separate level a 2d algorithm (Taylor, 1976), combining Laplace and cubic spline 
interpolation, was then applied. While Laplace interpolation is a 2-dimensional analogy to 
linear interpolation, cubic spline interpolation involves the fitting of polynomials of degree at 
most three between data points. Using the method of successive over-relaxation (SOR) the 
Laplace-spline equation, a2/8x2 (2) + 3'/8y2(z) - K ( ~ ~ / & ~ ( z )  + a4/8y4(z))=0, is solved over 
the entire grid-net iteratively, improving the solution for non-data grid points. The constant K 
determines the weight of the spline part of the equation and has a range from 0 (pure 
laplacian) to infinity (pure spline). K=5 was used here. 

The aim of the inte~polatiou was to constluct fields with as correct values as possible in the 
parts of the sea where there were stations. In other areas, the grid was set to "undefined", not 
filled with extrapolated values. The inference radius, maximum number of grid cells a grid 
point may be from a data point without being set to undefined, is restricted to 15. This value 
was used homogenously and isotropic throughout the grid despite non-uniform data coverage 
and applied for all years, seasons and depths, independent of the varied number of stations. 
The inte~polation schetne is purely 2d. The values in the original data points are permitted to 
be adjusted through the interpolation procedure. No smoothing is perfo~med at this stage 
except for the implicit effect of the inte~polation. Points on land (or on "land" at the depth 
level applied) are set to 99.999, missing sea data points are set to -99.999. 

2.3.3 Incorporating cli~nofological valltes 

There is a balance to be found between a high infel.enceradius, which fills in a larger number 
of grid cells, but may extlapolate to unreasonable values, and a lower inference radius, which 
may leave many grid cells without a real data value ("missing" values) because their distance 
to the nearest data point was larger than the inference radius. Here an infel-ence radius of 15 
has been chosen, a value that is relatively low given the sparseness of data for some seasons 
and areas, and thus leaves a number of grid cells with "missing" values. 

In some cases fields without any "missing" values are needed or at least highly pt-eferable, 
e.g., for initiation of hydrodynamic models. Thus, a second version of the temperature atlas 
was made in which "missing" values were replaced with climatological values. For this 
version of the temperature atlas climatological seasonal values for the grid area are first 
extracted from the larger WOA data sets and stored in separate ODV collections. Values are 
then exported from ODV, edited and interpolated vertically to the same depth levels as the 
actual data, still in the coarser resolution of the WOA data sets. Further (by Incans of a self 
made FORTRAN progra~n), successive iterations are made through the fields gridded from 
ach~al data, and "missing" values replaced with the climatological value from the 
corresponding location and depth (Figui~ 4). 

Close to land there may be grid cells with discrepancies behveen the depth matrix used when 
gridding actual values and that of the clin~atology. This is partly due to the coarser resolution 
of the climatology. In cases when the cell value is "missing" in the fields from actual data and 
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Figlire 4. Flo~vchart of prod~ictiort o f  terr~peratl~re arcliive ndth Jields based or1 dota i,ol~ies 
.for tile octr~al year arid sensort ortd clin~atological values. 

"laud" in the cli~natology the resulting value is "land". The final fields therefore consist of 
three types of values; ach~al temperature values as before, cli~natological values, and "land" 
valucs. 

To avoid unrealistically large gradients in the fields, due to discrepancies between actual and 
cli~natological values, Laplaciati smoothing was used. Generally, applying a Laplacian 
smoother to a grid point Zg, implies that 

Zg = Zg + .25 * [Average(ZN, ZS, ZE, ZW) - Zg], 

where ZN, ZS, ZE, and ZW are the values of the sui~ounding cells. Here, the smoother was 
applied 5 times. 
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2.4 Brief discussion of methods 
The methods here are by no means state-of-the-art intelpolation techniques (see, e.g., 
I~ttp:/lmodb.oce.ulg.ac.be/projects/l/diva for information ou the DIVA interpolation tool). 
However, an earlier version of the inte~polation system works in practice and has been 
applied to, and proven well suited for, interpolation of hydrographic data for a variety of 
purposes (Martinsen et al. 1992, Ottersen & Adlandsvik 1993, Ottersen et al. 1994, Engedahl 
et al. 1998, Ottersen et al. 1998; Ingvaldsen et al. 2003). 

The choice of some of the properties of the ho~tzontal interpolation scheme must be argued 
for. I chose to use an inte~polation procedure with a homogeneous inference radius 
throughout the whole area, even if the data coverage of certain patts of the sea was a lot better 
than others, Although one locally might be able to get values that ase more representative by 
adjusting the inference radius, this would complicate the overall picture and possibly 
introduce additional artificial features. A better idea might be a honiogencous, but non- 
isotropic interpolation procedure. The same inference ellipsis would then be used over the 
whole region, but directionally differentiated according to the cunent system. Such a 
procedure would, however, be comnplex, especially if the seasonal variations in the cwent 
patterdadvection were to be taken into consideration. 

Monthly fields, as opposed to the chosen quarterly, would be advantageous for some 
purposes. However, the statistics (Figure 5) show clearly that the data coverage for most 
months was too poor to allow for production of monthly fields of a reasonable quality. On the 
other hand, the spatial resolution is quite high. Technically an even higher resolution could be 
used, but this would only seemingly give a better archive, the real resolution is determined by 
the station data. Since fish data often are given with a coarser resolution, acoustic densities 
typically at 30' latitude and 1" longitude in Noswegian waters (Ottersen et al. 1998), some 
main uses of the archive will be at this less refined level. 

3. Results 
3.1 Brief description of the Temperature Archive 

Gridded temperature fields for the Nolwegian Sea for the qualters January-March, April-June, 
July-September, and October-December where prepared for each of the years 1990-2007. The 
archive spans the area 20" W-20" E, 60"-80" N with a spatial resolntion of !h degree longitude 
* 113 degree latitude and there are 28 depth levels from 0 to 500m. Two different versions of 
the archive were produced. The fwst version is based solely on actual data and includes ocean 
grid cells with "missing" values in addition to real temperature values and cells on land or 
shallower than the depth level in qnestion. In the second version all "missing" cells have been 
filled in with climatological values. 

3.2 Availability of Temperature Archive 
The temperature archive is freely available for scientific non-commercial purposes as long as 
this report is referred to. Both versions of the archive can be downloaded from the Instith~te of 
lvlarine Research's web pages in three different formats: asciiltext (1 file 280 Mb), SAS ( 1 
file 400Mb or four files, one for each season at 99 Mb each), and ODV (several files, totalling 
107 Mb). Each data line consists of a temperature valne for a given year and season, and grid 
cell given as lat, Ion, depth. In the ascii and SAS files each data line is given in the folmat 
date (ddmnmyyyy), depth, latitude, longitude, temperature. 

3.3 Spatio-temporal data coverage 

The temperature data the archive is based upon are unevenly distributed both in space and 
time. The annual number of stations in the region has varied from year to year without any 
obvious systematic trend, althougli there was an outstandingly good effort in 1990 (Figure 5). 
The number is typically highest in the spring and summer giving the best coverage in the Z2" 



(April-June) and 3d (July-September) quarters (Figures 5, 6). There were, for example, 2375 
stations in the 2'" quarter of 1990, more than ten times that of the 321 stations in the 4Ih 
quarter of 2005 (Figure 7). Spatially there is, as could be expected, a general pattern of more 
stations in the cast and south than in the west and north (Figures 1, 6, 8). The longitudinal 
peak at around 7" W reflects intense sampling around and south of thc Faeroe Islands, the 
peaks at 5" E and 15" E is mainly due to thc pronounced effort along the coast of respectively 
westem Norway and the LofotenNesterilen area in Northern Norway (Figure 8). 

0 l8 
t r a  foe3 2m MM 

Year 

Figwe 5. Ter~y~orul clistribl~tiori of stotio~is nrrrorig ~~io~itl is  (upper pone]) ond years (lolt'er 
pnriel). Note thnt \t~liile in /lie ipper pmiel the nbbrevintion for the ~nontli olorlg /lie .y-axis 
is centred belo~tl tlie correspo~iditig bni; in /lie lo~t~erpnriel file valrre for' year is positioried 
to tlie lefi of /lie correspondirig boy. 



Figrrre 6. Spatial data coverage per9 season, all years 1990-2007 for Janiiny-March fipper 
l@ pa~iel), April-June firppe~ righl), AI&-September (lower IeJt), and October-Decetnber 
(lower righf). 



Figure 7. D~@erence in data cowage betweerr one of //re seasons ivit11 best coverage (April- 
Jttrte 1990, lejtpanel) andorte of the poorasf (October-December 2005, riglit panel). 

Figure 8. Spatial distribtrtion of data coverage 1990-2007 according to longitttde (left 
panel) and latittrde (right panel). 

3.4 The temperature fields based upon actual data 
Examples of 2D fields from the temperature atlas based only upon actual data are given in 
Figures 9-12. The underlying data subsets, for any given year, season or subarea, can 
easily be extracted from the archive by means of, e.g., SAS or ODV, the latter has here 
been used for visualizatioti. 



Figure 9. 2 0  teniperatu~-ej?elds at 0 n depth (sicrface)Ji.om the tentperatzrre atlas based only 
ipon achial data for 1990 per season: Upper lefl: Janualy-March, upper right: April-June, 
101ver left: July-Septen~ber, latver right: October-December: Original vahres for each (non- 
missing) grid cell shown. 



F&uw PIE. 2 0  Femper~turePeMs at 2111) m depffk&m fhs teiqpeMlure lltlax ba&oIlly EFan 
actual &&&W l99Oper seasoa: Uper ?@: Jmn~d4arcPI. =er right: dpril-Ju~te, l a w  
fig?: JulySeprember, lontrsr righi: @eIobw-~8eem~e1~. Original vaf&e&$or eack {no#-missing) 
$rEd cell shown. 
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Figure 12. 2 0  ~e~r~perat~o'efields at 200 nt dept/tf,orn tlte ter~tperatrnr atlas based ortly itport 
octrral data for 2005 per seaso~t: Upper left: January-Marrlt, tipper right: April-J~trte, lo~ver 
left: July-September; lo~ver rigl16 October-Decer~tbe,: Origi~tal~~al~res for enclt (non-nrissi~lg) 
grid cell slio~tm. 



3.5 The temperature fields based upon actual data and climatology 

Examples of 2D fields from the temperature atlas based upon aetual data and WOAOS 
elimatological values are given in Figures 13-20. Non-smoothed values for each (non- 
missing) grid cell are displayed. The underlying data subsets, for any given year, season 
or subarea, can easily be extracted from the archive by means of, e.g., SAS or ODV, the 
latter has here been used for visualization. For each case original values for each grid cell 
as well as fields smoothed for visualization by DIVA interpolation are shown. 

Figrrre 13. 2 0  te~rtperature fields nt 0 m depth @tt$ace) @am the ternperaftrre atlas based 
upori acttral dofa and the WOA OS climn/olog)~ for 1990ger season: Upper leji: January- 
March, zpper right: April-Jirne, lo~ver 1efi: Jr~ly-September, lower righf: Ocfober-December, 
Original ~~alrres for each grid cell shown. 





Figure 15. 2 0  tenipemtlrre fields at 200 m depth from the temperature atlas based tpon 
acttral data and the WOA 05 clittiatologv for 1990per season: Upper IeJ: January-Marcii, 
rrpper right: April-Jtme, lower leJ: Jtrly-Septettiber, l ~ ~ v e r  riglit: October-December. 
Original values for each grid cell sho~clii. 
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Figure 16. Data as ill Figure 15. 2 0  temperof~rreflelds at 200 m depth front t l~e fenperafure 
atlas based rpon actzral data atid /lie WOA 05 cliniatology for 1990per season: Upper left: 
Jan~ra~y-March, upper right: April-hme, lo~t>er left: JtrlJcSeptember; lo~ver right: October- 
Decentber. Tempemhne fleld visrralized b~ l  DIVA in ferpolation. 
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Figure 17. 2D te~nperafflre fields at 0 nt depth (s~rrface) fion~ the temperatt~re o t h  based 
upon actual data and the WOA 05 clir,iatolo@ for 2005 per season: Upper left: January- 
March, upper right: April-June, lowper left: July-September, lower right: October-Decen~ber: 
Original 1~11res for each grid cell shon'n. 
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Figure 18. Data as in Figure 17. ZD temperature fields at 0 m depth (~urface) kotn the 
temperatwe atlas based rpon acRiaI datn and the TOA 05 climatologv for 20USper season: 
Upper Ieff: Jannary-March, tipper right: April-June, lower leJ: J~ily-September, lower right: 
October-December. Temperafurejield visualized by DIVA interpolation. 



Figtire 19. 2D tenpernfiire fields at 200 m depfh front the temperature atlas based upon 
actrial data and the WOA 05 climatology for 2005 per season: Upper leff: January-March, 
ripper right: April-Aine, loitfer lefc Jirly-Septeniber, lotve?. right: OctobercDecertiber. 
Origitml vahres for encl~ grid cell shown. 



Figure 20. Data as in Ffgrrre 19. 2 0  temperature fields at 200 nt depthfiom the ten7peraticre 
atlas based upon act~cal data and the WOA 05 clitnatology for 2005 per season: Upper lefl: 
January-March, upper right: April-June, lower lefl: July-September, lower right: October- 
December. Temperaticre field vist~alized by DIVA interpolation. 



3.6 Vertical sections based upon actual data and climatology 

Vertical sections can be extracted from the temperature atlas "on-the-go" and displayed by 
means of, e.g., Ocean Data View. Below examples from IMR's Svimy transects are shown 
(Figure 21). However, one of the stmngths of the temperature atlas is that sections can be 
defined fiom anywhere within the grid area, not only regularly sampled sections like the 
Svinsy transect. Furthermore, ODV allows one to construct quite complicated sections 
following, for instance, arbitra~y cluise tracks. 

Distance from land along section 

Fig. 21. Example of inferannzral d~re~ences along a vertical profie. The Svinfl~~ sectionfPam 
62" 22'N 5' I2'E to 64' 4O'& OoE at 0-500m depth for the quarter July-September: a) 
CIirnafological w111es for 1990-2007, b) 1990, and c) 2000. Tenrpernture atlas based upon 
both data and WOAO.5 climntologv used. ODV DNA interpolation plug-in wed for 
vist~alization. Moderalely non-li~iear colour scale with higher colour resolt~tion towards 
l o i w  and higher valrres applied. 



3.7 Examples of applications 

The tempcrature atlas is in general a way to provide temperature values in a systematic, 
uniform, easily accessible fashion to fisheries ecologists, oceanographers and other 
researchers. Some examples o f  possible applications are suggested in the following and 
results from two concrete, simple sets o f  calculations are given. 

Since fish often may make ~nigratioii over large areas and inhabit regions o f  relatively large 
horizontal temperature gradients they may experience temperature variations that arc quite 
different from those in any geographically fixed point. Thus, to get a realistic estimate o f  the 
temperatures a fish population live in, one could calculate a fish density weighted average 
ambient temperature, in practice by dividing the sum o f  the products o f  number o f  fish and 
temperature over all rectangles by thc  sun^ o f  number o f  fish: 

T o  allow for this, one needs spatially resolved data on fish distribution, typically from an 
acoustic andlor trawl survey and spatially resolved and preferably uniformly distributed 
temperature values. The temperature atlas is vely well suited for this purpose. T o  get an 
estimate o f  the "temperature histoiy" o f  a fish population one would integrate (or in practice 
sum) over time, including as many o f  the ambient temperature snapshots described above as 
possible. Using the seasonal temperature archive one can, depending on the availability o f  
fish distribution data, make four such estimates per year. Ambient fish temperatures 
calculated in this manner havc, for instance been applied to North Sea cod (Heessen and 
Daan, 1994) and Barents Sea cod (Ottersen et al., 1998). 

In the preface to Locarnini et al. (2006) Sidney Levitns points to oceanographic climatologies 
being used as boundary andlor initial conditions in numerical ocean circulation models and 
atmosphere-ocean models, and for verification o f  tlutnerical sitnulations o f  the ocean towards 
measured values. The temperature atlas provided here is well suited for such applications to 
regional, Norwegian Sea models. Indeed, for providing bounda~y conditions and fields for 
model verification in the case o f  model runs wherc one wants to study interannual differences 
the present atlas is better suited than any climatology. 

Mean temperature values were calculated within given latitude-longitude-depth boxes based 
upon the fields combined from data and climatologicai values. Two examples are chosen 
representing the water masses theoretically occupied by the full extent o f  the Norwegian 
spring-spawning herring summer distribution in respectively April-June and July-September 
and similar for blue whiting habitat during April-June. The selected box was for herring 62-76 
ON, 5 'W-15 "E,  0-100m depth and for blue whiting 60-76 ON, 10 "W - 15 "E, 200-500 m 
depth. This was done for each year 1990-2007 giving time series o f  18 years (Figure 22). 
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Figlrre 22. Ti~rie series 1990-2007 of averages of te~riperotttres ic~itliiri 30 boxes estrocted 
~ ? O I I I  tlie tel?peratlrre atlas based trpori both doto and WOA 5 cliniatology. Upper lirie, 
operl circles: 62- 76'N, j0W-I S0E, 0-1 0011i deptli, Jlrly-Septerttber (represell totic~e of the 
.fir11 ex'te~it of Norw~egiari spririg-spolvning kewi~lg feedirlg dstrib~rtiort). Centre li~ie,filled 
circles: 62-76ON, 5°CV-150E, 0-1001i1 deptli (sor~~e bos as above), April-Jtme. Locser litre, 
operi sqtrores: 60-76'N, IOoW - ISoE, 200-500 111 deptlt, April-Jtrrie (represe~ttative of 

,fir11 exle111 of tlie r~orll~er~t co~t~po~~erit  of llie bltre ~vhitiirg feeditig distribtrtio~i). 

3.7.2 Perceritnge distribrrtioli of oreo witliir~ tenlperottrre ir~terl~ols 

The percentage distribution of area witbin any selected set of temperature intewals may easily 
be estiniated for any chosen year, season and depth level or depth interval by simply counting 
grid cells. This Inay be done for the full region covered by the atlas or in principle any 
selected sub area(s). However, if the number of grid cells included is low the results are less 
~i~eaningful and for one grid cell only the percentage distribution will deteriorate to one single 
value. Here an example of percentage distribution of area (nunlber of grid cells) in the region 
60-76 ON, 10 OW - 15 'E within two degree temperature intervals is given. The distribution 
shown is for April-June at 200111 depth for four selected years (Figure 23). The selected area is 
representative for the full horizontal extent of the feeding distribution of the northern blue 
whiting component, 200111 is towards the upper limit of the depth inte~lral normally inhabited 
by the~ll. As above, the fields combincd from data and climatological values are used. 
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Temperature interval 
Fig 23. Percentage distribtrfion ofnzrmber of grid cells in the region 60-76 ON, I0 'W- 15 OE 
at 200ni depth ~rithbi temperature intervals during April-June for the fbur selected years 
1991 (tipper leflpanel). 1997 (ipper right), 2002 (lower left), and 2007 (lower right). 
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